01 INSTALLING RFA CARGO BAY ON THE RFA IN UTILITY MODE

Please note:
The RFA CargoBay will not fit on an RFA in Sport mode.

01 A
Center the RFA CargoBay on the Utility Rack. Wrap the three upper hook & loop straps around the upper UtilityRack frame.

01 B
The outside straps simply fold back on themselves and will create a secure attachment. Lopp the center strap back around the upper UtilityRack frame as typical.

01 C
Clip the two upper corner buckles around the back of the upper UtilityRack frame. Pull both straps until snug.

01 D
Wrap the forward hook and loop strap to the lower bike frame. Wrap the rear hook and loop strap to the lower rack frame. Pull both straps until snug.

Your RFA CargoBay is now securely attached and ready to use.